Agenda

- 0900: Call to Order: Colin Wallis, Executive Director
- 0905: Welcome: Allan Foster, President
- 0910: Agenda Overview and Kantara's scope of activities: Colin Wallis, Executive Director
- 0920: IDPro: Ian Glazer, IDPro DG Chair
- 0940: IRM – Ian Glazer, Editor, and Sal D'Agostino, IRM WG Chair
- 0955: UMA, UMA Legal and BSC: Eve Maler, UMA WG Chair
- 1025: Consent Receipt: Mark Lizar & Andrew Hughes, CIS WG Chair
- 1035: Kantara conformity assessment program & TrustMark: Andrew Hughes, LC Chair
- 1055: OTTO: Mike Schwartz, OTTO WG Chair
- 1105: KIPI ERASMUS: Mike Schwartz, ERASMUS Principal Investigator
- 1115: KIPI MDAV: Steve Wilson, MDAV Project Principal Investigator
- 1125: IDESG Liaison: Sal D'Agostino, IDESG President
- 1140: Americas Plenary: Members discuss Kantara and industry challenges: Allan Foster
- 1150: Open Mic and close: Colin Wallis, Executive Director
Welcome
Allan Foster - President
An Overview of Kantara Initiative, Inc.

Colin Wallis
Executive Director
colin@kantarainitiative.org
Who is Kantara?

➢ Non-profit founded in 2009
➢ Offices in Europe and the United States
➢ Comprises 60+ Leading Organizations, hundreds of Participants, Enterprises & Governments
➢ Connects the best of Business, Government, Research & Education
Do you recognize our Members?

…and our sizable band of dedicated individuals
This is where Kantara comes in

Kantara Initiative is the global consortium improving trustworthy use of identity and personal data through innovation, standardization and good practice.
Our Core Work

- **Nurture** emerging technical communities through our discussion & working groups and our two incubators - Digital Identity Professionals, Identity and Privacy R&D.

- **Develop** and standardize community practices with specifications companies can understand, trust and implement.

- **Operate** conformity assessment programs to enable companies to meet their adherence goals to standardized practices needed to support their business.
Why Thought Leaders Join Us

- Membership and sponsorship is open to all
- Low barrier to participate and contribute
- Collaborate with peers
- Use the development and publishing platform to create artefacts
- Stay ahead of the curve
Our Recent Accomplishments

UMA, the world's first open specification for federated delegation and authorization, based on the popular OAuth protocol.

Consent Receipt Specification was developed to give control of personal data back to their customers.

Kantara approves Credential Service Providers (CSPs) and Accredits Assessors.
IDPro
June 2017 Update
Ian Glazer – Chair ID Pro Discussion Group
Status Report:
UMA WG (including Legal)
Blockchain and Smart Contracts DG
Eve Maler | @xmlgrrl
* Proof of Consent-Receipt Specification

Consent Receipts

Mark Lizar
Co-Chair of Kantara Consent & Information Sharing Work Group
Kantara conformity assessment program & TrustMark:
Andrew Hughes, LC Chair
OTTO Overview
Open Trust Taxonomy for Federation Operators

Mike Schwartz
Gluu, Inc

June 19, 2017
ERASMUS Federation

Michael Schwartz | Gluu
June 19, 2017
June 2017 Update
Sal D’Agostino - President
Americas plenary
Allan Foster - Moderator

Member and prospective members share their great ideas:

This is the time to shine
Want to bring your community to do work?
Want to start a City Chapter?